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ABSTRACT. In this pa.per the problem of first integrals of a. nonholonomic system is 
discussed. The a.im of this work is concentra.ted on finding the condition for existence of 
first integrals. The obtained results are applied for the construction of linear and quadratic 
integrals of nonholonomic systems. It obtains two important affirmations; they are: Any 
first integral could be treated as a particular nonholonomic constraint and contrarily, any 
nonholonomic constraint could be regarded as a first integral of the nonholonomic system. 

1. Introduction 

The construction of first integrals of nonholonomic systems is one of the hardest 
problems of dynamics of nonholonomic systems, due to the presence of nonholonomic 
constraints. There is also no convenient form of equations of motion that describe 
these systems. 

It is known presently the equations of motion applied for nonholonomic systems 
are either the Lagrange's or the Appell's equations. 

In the first case the unknowns are increased due to introducing multipliers, but 
in the latter, the calculation of the acceleration energy is difficult. Investigations 
about this field have been done very few. 

In order to overcome the above mentioned restrictions, the form of equations of 
motion for a nonholonomic systems presented in [8) is applied. The form of these 
equations is analogous to one equation which describe,s the motion of a nonconser

. vative holonomic system. 

2. The condition of exi.stence of a first integral for nonholonomic 
systems 

Let us consider a dynamic system, which is described by the equations 

dx · 
where xi are the state variables, · but Xi = dti . 

As known (see, for example [9], [17]) in order the relation 
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(2.1) 

(2.2) 



is a first, integral of (2.1) the necessary and sufficient condition is 

N Of :::, I:-8 .g(x1,x2, ... ,xn) = O. 
i=l x, 

(2.3) 

In connection with this, let us consider a system, the position of which is defined 
by nonholonomic coordinates Qi ( i = 1, n). 

The kinetic energy of the system is of the form 

T l.rA· = 2q q, (2.4) 

where q is the n x 1 matrix pf generalized velocities, but q_T is its transportation, 
A is of a positive define quadratic matrix of n-order, the elements of which are 
continuous functions of generalized coordinates. 

The generalized force of applied forces corresponding to the coordinate qi is 
denoted by Qi (i = 1, n). 

Suppose that the system under consideration is subjected to the nonholonomic 
constraints · 

• n 

2: baiQi + ba = o, a= 1, s, 
i=l 

which could be written in the matrix form 

hq + h 0 = 0, 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

where h and h 0 are the s x n and s x 1 matrices respectively, the elements of which 
are continuous functions of coordinates and time. 

As shown in [6], the motion of a constrained system could be described by the 
matrix equation: 

Aq=Q+G+R, (2.7) 

where q is the n x 1 matrix of generalized accelerations, Q - the n x 1 matrix of 
generalized forces, G-the n x 1 matrix is made of the matrix of inertia A, R is the 
n x 1 matrix of reaction forces due to the constraints (2.5). ' 

As shown in [6], the reaction forces of the constraints (2.5) are determined by 
means of the closed system of algebraic equations 

BR=B0 , 
DR=O, 

where B and B 0 are the s x n ands x 1 matrices respectively, that are 

B=hA*; B0 =-A*(Q+G)+hq+b0
, 
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(2.8) 
(2.9) 

(2.10) 



D is the k x n matrix, the elements · of which are coefficients in expressions of 
generalized accelerations represented in terms of k = n - s pseudo-accelerations 
[6]. A* is the inverse of the matrix of inertia A, but b and 6° are the derivative 
matrices, the elements of which are the derivations of elements of the matrices b 
and b0 respectively. · 

Solving the equations (2.8) and (2.9) we get 

R = R(t, q, q), (2.11) 

which plays the part of additional nonconservative forces effecting on the released 
system. 

Starting with this point of view, it is possible to apply the method of construction 
of first integrals for holonomic systems to nonholonomic onces (9]. 

Suppose that the nonholonornic system (2. 7) possesses a first integral of the form 

(2.12) 

By following (2.3) the relation (2.12) will be a first integral of the system (2.7) if 
and only if · 

[fqq + J4A*(Q + G + R)](2.s) = 0, 

where f q and f q are the 1 x n matrices of the form 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

The notion [ Jc2.s) means that the identify (2.13) is satisfied in the condition of 
realizing the relations (2.5), i.e. in the existence of effect of the nonholonomic 
constraints. 

Thus, the condition of existence of a first integral of a nonholonomic system is 
established. In order to write the condition (2.13), it is necessary to compute the 
reaction forces of nonholonornic constraints. It is required to write and to solve the 
system of algebraic equations (2.8) and (2.9). Clearly, in some cases such a manner 
is not always comfortable, especially for the systems with great number of degrees 
of freedom. 

We now will consider another way. As known (7] the motion of a nonholonornic 
system could be written in the following form 

Doq = Qo, (2.16) 

where n° and Q0 are the k x n and k x 1 matrices respectively, that are 

D0 =DA 
' 

Q0 = D(Q+G). 
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(2.17) 

(2.18) 



The equation (2.16) together the equation (2.6) describe the motion of the system 
under consideration. 

By means of (2.16) and (2.6) it is possible to compute the generalized accelera-
tions, that is · ' 

.. = S*Q* q . ' (2.19) 

wheres• is then x n matrix, which is the inverse of then x n matrix S 

s = ll~
0

ll· (2.20) 

but Q" is the n x 1 matrix of the form 

Q* = 11~~11 · (2.21) 

in which the s x 1 matrix b* will be 

b* = -(b0 + bq). (2.22) 

The condition (2.13) takes the form now 

[! qCt + f <iS*Q*] (2.s) q,<i 0 (2.23) 

From the above investigation, two important affirmations are obtained. 

Affirmation 1. The equations of nonholonomic constraints could be regarded as 
first integrals of the equations of motion of the system under consideration. 

It is clear, because the equations (2.16) and (2.6) are equivalent to any of the 
equations described by the motion of the nonholonomic ·system obtained by only 
some elementary transformations. 

The presence of (2.5) in a complete ,set of equations of motion of the nonholo
nomic system proves that, the equations of constraints could be treated as first 
integrals. 

Affirmation 2. The first integrals could be treated as additional constraints sub
jected to the system under consideration with the assumption that their reaction 
forces are equal to zero. 

This means that the additional constraints do not cause any dynamic effect upon 
the given system. In order to prove this, the equations of motion of the nonholonomic 
system without additional constraints are written in the form': 

Aq=Q+G+R, (2.7) 
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where R is the matrix of reaction forces of nonholonomic constraints which are 
known functions of velocities, coordinates and time. In the present of additional 
constraint (2.12), by the Principle of Compatibility the equations of motion of the 
system are: 

Aq=Q+G+R+R*, (2.24) 

where R* is the matrix of reaction forces of the additional constraints (2.12), which 
is computed by a closed set of algebraic equations 

FR* + f<iA * ( Q + G + R) + fqq = 0, 
D*R* = 0, 

where Fis the s x n matrix 

F = fqA*, 

but D* is ( n - s) x n matrix, which is defined in same way as D . 
It is easy to observe that 

Because (2.12) is the first integral then we have (2.13) . Whence 

FR*= 0, 
D*R* = 0. 

By (2.28) it draws immediately 

R* = 0. 

Commentary 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

1. By Affirmation 1 it is possible to obtain another integral by eliminating depen
dent velocities from the given integral with the help of nonholonomic constraint 
equations. This is due to a combination of first integrals, which also is a first 
integral. This could lessen the integration of equations of motion of the system 
under consideration. 

2. The assumption of first integrals to be nonholonomic constraints subjected to 
the system considered, allows to apply the method of nonholonomic mechanics 
to the mechanical system controlled by programmes. By means of the affirma
tion 2, it could regard the programmes as constraints in analytical mechanics. 

3. The condition of existence of linear and quadratic integrals 
First let us consider the cas-e of linear integrals with respect to velocities which 

are called briefly linear integrals. 
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Suppose that the system with the nonholonomic constraints (2.5) possesses a 
first integral of th:'e form 

e q + ~o = const' (3.1) 

where e is the 1 x n matrix, the elements of which together the function ~o are 
continuous onces of generalized coordinates, i.e. 

e = 116,6, ... ,~nil (3.2) 

and 

~i = ~i(qj), ~o = ~o(qj) . 

The condition (2.23) now takes the form 

[e s*Q* + ~ q_ + e~<iJ c2.6) 
4 o, (3.3) 

where the 1 x n matrix e consists of the elements to be the derivations of the ones 
of the matrix e and e~ is the 1 x n matrix, that are 

Besides, it is easy to observe that 

c. ~ a~i . . 
~ q = ~ a.qiqj. 

i,j=l q] 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

By identifying (3.3) with respect to generalized velocities we obtain a set of partial 
differential equations, which allow to define the unknowns ~i ( i = 1, n) and ~o 

Example 1. For illustration let us consider the inertia motion in the horizontal 
plane of the Chaplyghin's sledge [4, 8, 15]. 

The kinetic energy of the system is of the form 

1 1 
T = -m(±2 + i/) + - mk2 <jJ2 

2 2 

where m is the mass, but k - the inertia radius 'of the sledge about the mass centre, 
the projection of which in the horizontal plane is coincided with the contact point 
between the 'Yheel and plane (Fig. 1). The x, y are the coordinates of the mass 
centre of the s1edge, but <p is the angle between the line of intersection of the wheel 
plane and the horizontal plane with respect to the x's axis. 

As shown [4, · 15] the motion witho'ut sliding of the slegde is restricted to the 
nonholonomic constraints 
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0 x x 

Fig. 1 

iJ - xt.g<p = o. (3.7) 

The matrix D now takes the form 

It is easy to compute the following matrices 

b= ll - tg<p 0 111 , 

b* = - ll(b + i><ill = ll -
1
-2 <P o oil 

x 1 
<p = --X<p cos <p y cos2 <p ' 

n° =DA= II~ 0 t~<pll 
m 0 0 

= II; 
0 m~g<pll' 1 

0 mk2 0 mk2 

0 0 m 

0 

~ ~ 11~11' 
0 

Q* = ll ~
0

ll = 
0 

1 --x<P cos2 <p 

s = ll ~
0

ll = 
m 0 mtg<p 
0 mk2 0 

-tg<p 0 1 
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cos2 <p 0 - sin <p cos <p 

S* = s-1 = 0 
1 

0 
k2 

sinr.pcos <p 0 cos2 <p 

cos2 <p 0 - sin <p cos <p 0 -tgr.px<{; 
1 0 S*Q* = 0 

k2 
0 1 - 0 

sin r.pcos <p 0 cos2 <p --X<p 
cos2 <p 

X<p 

In consideration of (3.6) and (3.7) the identify (3.3) is written in the following 
form 

[cS*Q* ~ · cO·] ·2[o6 (06 06) 06 2 ] 
'lt + 'lt q +'l>qq (3 .7) =;: x ox + oy + or.p tgr.p + oy tg <p 

.. [ 06 06 ( 06 06) ] + X<p 6 - 6 tg<p + - + - + - + - tg<p 
or.p ox oy or.p 

ac aco aco aco x . 
• 2 <,,2 • ( .,, t .,, ) . .,, ,<p 0 +r.p -+x - gr.p+- +r.p- - . 

or.p oy ox or.p . 

By identifying the obtained equality with respect to velocities, we get 

These ~quations possesse particular solutions of the form 
First solution 

6 = -
1
-' 6 = 0, . 6 = 0, e0 = 0, 

cos <p 

which corresponds with the first integral 

Second solution 

1 
6=--, 

COS<p 

x 
-- = C1: 
cos <p 

1 ·. 
6 = o. 6 = -.- ' e0 = 0, 

~m<p 
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which gives the first integral 

x iJ 
--+-.-=C2. 

' COS<p sm<p 

Let us now consider the existence of quadratic integrals. 
Suppose that the system with nonholonomic constraints (2.6) possesses a first 

integral of the form 

¢ = ~c{8 q = const, (3.8) 

where(} is an-order quadratic matrix, the elements of which are continuous functipns 
of generalized coordinates. 

The conditions of existence of the integral (3.1) by following (2.23) will be 

[~Q*S*B q + ~qTe S*Q + ~c{O ei] q 0. 
2 2 2 (2.5) 

(3.9) 

In the case of symme~ric matrix B, we have 

[2qT8 S*Q* + qTO <i] (
2

.
5

) ci 0. (3.10) 

Observe that the last term in the left member of (3.10) is of the form 

(3.11) 

For illustration let us return to Example 1. 
Suppose that the motion of the Chaplyghin's sledge subjected to the nonholo

nomic constraint (3.7) possesses a first integral of the form 

¢ = ~ ( 011±2 + 02202 + 033'f/ + 2012±0 + 2B13i:y + 2B230iJ) · 

The identify (3.10) in consideration of (3.11), (3.7) and the results obtained in 
Example 1 will b~ ' 

±3f86n + (&On + 2&013)tg<p + (8012 + 28013 + 2&013)tg<p + 
L 8x &y ox &x ax &y 

~ 2 . [aen &012 2(0812 &023 8023 &013)t 
x 'P &i.p + 2 &x + . &y + &x + By + fJ<p .g<p + 

8033 2 ' ) 2 ] 3tg 'P + 2013 + 2(033 - 011 - 2013tg 'P + 
'P ' 

[ 
8022 8012 ( 8022 8023) )] · 3 8022 ±.p 

±0 ox + 2 &i.p + oy + 2 &i.p tg'P + 2(823 - 012tgcp + 8 &i.p 0. 
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Hence we get: 

8811 + (8811 + 28813)t + (8033 + 28813)t 2 + 8033t 3 = 0 
ox . {)y ax gcp ax . {)y g cp {)y g 'P . ' 

8011 2 8812 2 ( 8812 8()23 8023 8013 () () ) . 
acp + ax + ay + ax + f)y + 8cp + 33 - 11 tg<p 

. ({)()33 ) 2 . ·'. . . 
+ ocp - 2013 tg 'P + 2013 = o, . 

ae22 ae12 ( ao22 8823 ) 
ax + 2 {)cp + {)y + 2 8cp - 2812 tgc.p + 2823 = 0, 

8822 = 0 
8cp . 

· Observe that these equations have particular solutions 

1 , 
811 = -- ; 

cos2 cp 
1 

813 = -.--
smcpcoscp 

which corresponds with the first integral 

j;2 
---
cos2 c.p 

±iJ 
. = const. 

smc.pcosc.p 

It is easy to show that the integral obtained is a combination of linear integrals 
found iri Example 1. 

Second solution 

by which we obtain the integral 

C1(±2 + i/) + C2rp2 
= const. 

In the case of C1 = m, C2 = mk2 we have the integral of energy. 

4. The existence of the integral of energy and the generalized integral 
of energy 

First let us consider a conservative system, the position of which is defined by 
holonomic coordinates Qi (i = 1, n), but the kinetic energy is of the form (2.4) and 
the potential energy II is a continuous function of generalized coordinates i.e. 

(4.1) 

Suppose tit.at system is subjected to the nonholonomic constraints of the form 

bq=O; (4.2) 
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It is easy to show that for the system under consideration the integral of energy 
al ways exists 

E = T(q1, Q2, · .. , Qn, q1, £i2, . .. , tin)+ II(q1, Q2, . .. , qn) =canst. (4.3) 

Indeed, the motion of the system could be described by the Lagrange's equations 
with multipliers 

(4.4) 

where A is as x 1 matrix of the Lagrange's multipliers Aa (a= 1, s), but the letter 
T located on the hight right corner denotes the transportation. 

Observe, the following identify 

d ( d 8T fJT fJIT)T 
dt (T + IT) = dt oq - fJq + fJq q. (4.5) 

In consideration of (4.4) and (4.5) we have 

!(T +IT)= ATbq. (4.6) 

Due to (4.2), we obtain 

d . ) 
-d (T +IT = 0. t . (4.7) 

The existence of the integral of energy ( 4.3) is then affirmed. 
The result obtained proves that the reaction forces of the constraints of the form 

( 4.2) belong to the kind of gyroscope forces . 
In the case where nonholonomic constraints are of the form (2.6) , the condition 

of the existence of the integral of energy (4.3) in consideration (3.10) will be of the 
form 

[2 · r A S*Q* + · r A · + arr · J 4 o. q q q )'.) q() · uq 2.6 
(4.8) 

The second term in the left member of ( 4.8) is calculated as follows 

(4.9) 

but aij = aij(q1 , q2 , .•. , qn) are elements of the matrix of inertia. 
Let us now consider the case of the generalized integral of energy. 
It is known that the generalized integral of energy is constructed by eliminating 

dependent velocities frOLU _the expression ·of the mechanical energy E = T + IT 
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with the help of the constraint equations (2.5). In [15], this problem has been 
demonstrated in a complicated manner. 

By means of the affirmation obtained in the paragraph 2, it is possible to obtain 
immediately. 

The generalized integral of energy also is a integral of the equations 
of motion of the nonholonomic system under consideration. 

For illustration let us turn back to Example 1. The motion of the sledge is 
described by means of equations (2.16) and (2.5), which are 

'Im lo 
In the expanded form we have· 

x + ytg<p = o, · 
cp = 0, 

y - xtg<p = o, 

which could be written in the equivalent form 

x = -tg<pxcp, 
.. -0 

<p -:- ' 
ii= xcp. 

As known, there exists the integral of energy 

E = T +II= !m(x2 + y2
) + !mk2cp2 =canst. 

2 2 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

By eliminating the dependent velocity y from the expression E with the help of the 
constraint equation (3.7) we have 

E* ( . . ) 1 ( 1 ' . 2 k2 . 2) x,<p,y,x,<p = -
2

m --2 -x + <p . 
cos <p 

Clearly. the equations (4.12) possesse an integral of the form 

!m(-1-x2 + k2cp2
) = const, 

2 cos2 <p 

which is called the generalized integral of energy. 
This is evident, because 

dE* . [ .xx tg<p . 2 . k2 • ··] _ O - = m -- + --x <p + <p<p = dt cos2 <p cos2 <p x=-tgip ±ip 

.P=O 
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The affirmation of the existence of the generalized integral of energy is very impor
tant because the most of nonholonomic constraints take the form of ( 4.2). Therefore, 
for the conservative system with the constraints (4.2), the integral of energy always 
exists. Consequently, the generalized integral of energy of the system under con
sideration certainly exists. This integral contains only independent velocities. This 
will decrease the integration of the motion of the system under consideration. 

5. Conclusion 

In thi_s paper, the method for constructing first integrals of a nonholonomic 
system was introduced. The method obtained was applied for finding linear and 
quadratic integrals. 

This paper demonstrates that the first integral of a nonholonomic constraint can 
be regarded as a particular nonholonomic constraint possessing zero react.ion forces 
and contrarily the equations of nonholonomic constraints also can be treated as first 
integrals. 

The obtained results play an important role in the investigation of controlled 
mechanical systems. 

This work is completed with financial support of the Council for Natural Science 
of Vietnam. 
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VE BAI TOAN TicH PHAN DAU cuA cAc Hi;; KHONG H6L6N6M 

Trang cong trlnh khao sat cac dieu ki~n ton t.~i cac tf ch phan dau dia cac h~ 
khong ho lonom va nha d6 nh~n duqc phu¢ng phap xay dl.mg d .c tfch phan tuyen 
tfnh va blnh phmmg doi v&i v~n toe. 

Tfr cac ket qua nh~n duqc da chi ra rang c6 the xem cac tich phan dau nhu 
Ia nhung tich phan ~ bi~t c6 phan h.rc bang khong va cac phuang trlnh lien ket 
kh6ng h616n6m la cac t.ich phan dau. 

Cung da chli-ng minh r~ng khi khlt cac v~n toe ph\l thu9c tir m9t tich phan d1a 
h~ kh6ng h616n6m nha cac phuang trlnh cua lien ket kh6ng h616n6m ta se nh~n 
duqc m9t t.ich phan dau khac. Ttr day tlm duqc tich phan nang luqng mo r9ng ct'1a 
h~ khong h616n6m. 
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